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Jacques Guinaudeau’s great great grand-father, Henri Greloud, purchased this 4.5 hectares vineyard bloc at the hamlet of
Lafleur on Pomerol’s plateau in 1872. After renewing the vineyard and constructing the house and cellars, he baptized this
new cru using the historical name of the plot: Château Lafleur. A brilliant, prophetic-like idea, Henri had doubtlessly imagined
the wines that would emerge here one day. In this almost perfect square of a “garden-vineyard” many a great millésimes
were born, such as 1947 and 1982.
In 1985 Sylvie and Jacques took the reins of this mythical cru; In 2002 they become the sole proprietor of Château Lafleur,
after acquiring it from cousins, together with our three children: Baptiste, Clara and Noémie. Baptiste and Julie joined the
enterprise at the beginning of the new millennium, both carrying the same passion for subtleties, precision and finesse,
which have always been the Lafleur signature. With the passing of years the little team has grown bigger and younger, today
consisting of fifteen persons who employ all of their enthusiasm in the service of the different vineyards of Société Civile du
Château Lafleur.
Lafleur holds a unique and rare position in the Bordeaux landscape: Above all they are vignerons, present throughout the year
in the vineyards and cellars, their goal is to understand and work with nature and climate in every way possible.
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LES PERRIÈRES
ROUGE
Fronsac (Bordeaux), France

93
POINTS

2019
DECANTER
5/20

• 59% Bouchet (Cabernet Franc), 41% Merlot
• Quality and precision of tannins, complexity
combined with restrained power, and a very long
and mineral finish, all of those make Les Perrières
a true grand vin, and undoubtedly a close family
member of Château Lafleur

CHÂTEAU GRAND VILLAGE
ROUGE
Fronsac (Bordeaux), France

90
POINTS

2019
DECANTER
5/20

• 81% Merlot, 19% Bouchet (Cabernet Franc)
• A complete and honest wine, without artifice;
Harmonious and with great balance, enjoy this wine
in its youth
• With a few years in bottle,its refined and mineral
tannic spine will be revealed, which makes the wine
really the “Grand Village of Lafleur”

LES CHAMPS LIBRES
BORDEAUX BLANC
Bordeaux, France

95
POINTS

2019
DECANTER
5/20

• 95% Sauvignon Blanc, 5% Semillon
• Les Champs Libres reveals a floral and complex nose.
• On the palate, the wine is rich and mineral, showing
great freshness, balance and a remarkably long
finish.
• Dedicated to all lovers of great white wines; It is a
rare bottle, elaborated with the same convictions we
employ at Lafleur

CHÂTEAU GRAND VILLAGE
BLANC
Fronsac (Bordeaux), France

91

POINTS

2019
DECANTER
5/20

• 74% Sauvignon Blanc, 26% Sémillon
• The white of Grand Village evolved in just a few years
into a different wine, showing a complex floral nose
and great harmony between tension and texture on
the palate
• The finish is very long and elegant; The wine’s
capacity to age in bottle evolved considerably

